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the first: Kobe Bryant (Losangeles Lakers), Stephen curry (Jinzhou warriors), Kevin Durant (Oklahoma), Russell Wesbrook
(Oklahoma), with Leonard (Sanantonio spurs). : Lebron James - the Eastern Conference (Cleveland Knights), Dwayne Wade (Miami
heat), Paul George (Indiana Pacers), Kell Lowry (Toronto Raptors), Carmelo Anthony (New York Nicks). Kobe has been selected to
the all star for the eighteenth time in his career, this season is his twentieth season, and the last season of his career. Kobe is the all
star history scoring, this vote him with 1891614 votes to beat Curitiba (1604325 votes) votes was elected king. Curry also elected
third consecutive starting backcourt. thunder team Wesbrook and Spurs Leonard is the first time in his career to enter the starting,
which is the first time Leonard selected all star lineup. Leonard and Jordan - Hakim, Olajuwon - Michael together, becoming the only
three in the history of both the entire star has been selected, and was also the most valuable player in the finals and the best
defensive player of the year. In the west, partner Kobe curry and Wesbrook, Leonard Kevin - Durant, this is his seventh career all star.
At the same time, Durant to the field are 26 points into the history of the highest scoring all star. Eastern Raptors Kell Lowry for
second consecutive years starting, he received 646441 votes, behind Miami's Wade (941466 votes). Wade in the 13 season, the
twelfth selected all star. ; Knights of James Lebron won 1089206 votes to become the king of the East, he is also in his 13 season in
which the twelfth selected all star. James all star scored 278 points, only 280 points less than Kobe 2 points. Eastern starting, Nicks
Anthony to lead Gasol - Paul 360 votes in the first round of the weak advantage, this is the ninth time he was selected to the all star.
Eastern starting and the pedestrian team's George - Paul, he was elected in 2014, the first player, this is the third time he was
selected to the all star. sixty-fifth NBA all star in February 15, 2016 Toronto Canada Air Canada Center held, which is the all star for
the first time in the United States held outside. The game will be broadcast over 200 countries and regions in more than countries
and regions throughout the world through more than 40 languages. ; warriors Stephen Kuliben averaging a league high 29.9 points,
hit 196 of three points is the most league. He became the champion team since the 1974-76 season by Rick Barry:
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